Register NOW for a program near you!
Mad Science STEM Camps
At Upper Gwynedd Township Parks and Rec
Program will be held at Community Center Building - 1 Parkside place, West Point PA 19486
Camp Topic
Survival: Call of the Wild!
NASA:Journey to Outer Space
Space: Infinity & Beyond!
NASA Camp & Space Infinity & Beyond

Start Date
6/24/2019
8/19/2019
8/19/2019
8/19/2019

End Date
6/28/2019
8/23/2019
8/23/2019
8/23/2019

Start Time
12:30 PM
9:00 AM
1:00 PM
9:00 AM

End Time
3:30 PM
12:00 PM
4:00 PM
4:00 PM

Fee
$149
$149
$149
$275

Survival: Call of the Wild
Learn how birds and beasts catch their prey! Flow through the food chain and discover how animals and insects
adapt to life on our planet. Explore how a change in the wind, water, and temperature affects all of Earth’s
inhabitants. Build a wooden birdhouse to take home, learn about scent trails, build a bug house for your
favorite creepy-crawly critters, make plaster animal tracks, and take a walk on the WILD side!

NASA: Journey into Outer Space
Mad Science has teamed up with NASA in a quest for exploration! We’ll take a voyage of discovery into the
atmosphere and beyond as we explore planets, moons, and other space phenomena in our solar system. Campers
will investigate the mechanics of unique flying machines, such as balloon-copters, boomerangs, and mini
hovercrafts. Children will learn how early “pilots” navigated throughout space as they create their own sextant
and sundial. Kids will get a firsthand experience of the challenges of living in space as they try assemble a
satellite while training to be an astronaut. Kids will love to build their own Mad Science rocket, and participate
in a real “NASA” style rocket launch. Campers will have lots of projects to make and many cool NASA take
homes, including a gravity assisted launcher, a Shuttle Copter, and more! Mad Science is the ONLY
organization licensed by NASA to use these activities for Summer Camps. This Camp is Out of this World!

Space: Infinity & Beyond
If your child is astro “nuts,” he or she will absolutely love this camp! Children involved in this program will
develop an interest for outer space or can expand a previous passion for our sensational solar system. Using the
Scientific Method, campers will investigate the mechanics of unique flying machines, such as balloon-copters,
boomerangs, and mini hovercrafts. Children will be transported to the past as they delve into how early “pilots”
navigated throughout space as they create their own sextant and sundial. Building upon previous experiments
and knowledge learned throughout the week, campers will use what they’ve learned to construct a model rocket
and have the option of participating in a live launch demonstration.

